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B43A023004-1 (MIDI, 433 MHz)
B43A024002 (MINI, 433MHz)
B86A023004 (MIDI, 868 MHz)
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Hand Transmitters SKR433-1 + SFR868
Before you can use your hand-transmitter it must be registered with the receiver.
Situation 1 and 2 describe the registration procedure with the garage door operators
TS75 and TS100.
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Situation 1
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a

You have got at least one working hand-tansmitter and want to register the new transmitter to be used in addition:

Situation 2

You do not have a working hand-transmitter:
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b

>50cm
1.1.

Batteries (5)
MIDI-Transmitter:

a

One 12V battery is required.
Possible types of batteries: A23, 23A, 23L, EL12, VR 22
and MN 21
MINI-Transmitter:

b

Two 3V batteries are required.
Possible types of batteries: CR1616 oder DL1616

Old batteries must be disposed as to national
regulations!
Situation 1
When you have got a working transmitter and
want to use the new transmitter in addition:
1.1.) Open the garage door for at least 50 cm
1.2.) Close the garage door with the existing transmitter
1.3.) You have now got 10 seconds within which you
must press the buttons 1+2 on the existing transmitter simultaneousely for approx. 3 seconds
1.4.) Release the hand-transmitters buttons once the
operators‘ light starts blinking
1.5.) Take the new transmitter and press the button
you want to use for the operator
1.6.) The operators‘ light stops blinking and the new
hand-transmitter is now ready for use
Situation 2
When you do not have a working hand-transmitter:
2.1.) Open the operators housing (one screw needs
to be unscrewed)
2.2.) Press the LERN/LEARN button on the elctronics
for approx. 3 seconds until the operators‘ light starts
blinking
2.3.) Take the new transmitter and press the button
which you want to use with the operator
2.4.) The operators‘ light stops blinking and the new
hand-transmitter is now ready for use
Situation 3
When you are using an operator with a MINIreceiver (normally not a Seip operator):
3.1.) The MINI-receiver is usually installed inside the
housing of a component. You might have to open the
housing to access the MINI-receiver.
3.2.) Take the new transmitter and hold it very close
to the MINI-receiver right besides the LED-lamp. Keep
the transmitters‘ button no. 1 pressed until the LEDlamp turns on. Release the transmitters‘ button and
press the button you want to use with the receiver
- the LED switches off and the transmitter is now
ready for use.

1.2.
„old“ transmitter

keep pressed
for 3 sec.
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LERN/LEARN

3 Sek.
approx.

1.3.
Light flashes

2.2.
Light flashes

1.4.

2.3.

new transmitter

new transmitter

1.5.

2.4.

Situation 3:

You want to use the new transmitter with a Seip external MINI-receiver (usually for gate-operators,
alarmsystems and other non-Seip devices):

new transmitter

3.1.
CE-Declaration
These products comply with the technical requirements
of the European Community. They carry the CE-Label and
can be used in all EC-countries and Switzerland without
further applications. The declaration of conformity
can be found on the internet in the download area at
www.seip.com as part of the installation instructions for
the garage door operators TS and TM60.
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